The member companies of Ufip

Active members

BridgeOil, Esso, Geopetrol, IPC Petroleum France, SPPE, Storengy a Engie company, Teréga, Total and Vermillion operate in the exploration and production of oil and natural gas. Esso, Petroineos and Total have refineries that help ensure the country's supply of fuels, lubricants, bitumen ... Antargaz, BP, ENI, Esso, LyondellBasell, Petroineos, Primagaz, Shell and Total ensure the operation of oil logistics in France (transport and storage) and the distribution of products to the end user.

Associate members

Investaq Energie, Maurel and Prom, and Petrofrance are associate members in the field of exploration-production. Sara (anonymous company of the refinery of Antilles) is associate member of the field of the refining. Butagaz, Certas Energy France, CIM-CCMP, DPF (Fos Oil Deposita), Eurobitume France, Finagaz, Kuwait Petroleum Aviation, Rubis Terminal, SMCA (Société of Aviation Fuels Handling), SPM (French company Donges Metz), SPSE (South-European Pipeline Company) Statoil and Trapil are associate members in the field of logistics and distribution.